
EXERCISE 1: One-Foot Hops 
Over the cone. Bend your knees, eyes forward and chest high.

Video
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You will need two cones (or
anything you have around the

house that you can use as
"markers") and a soccer ball.

 
You don't need a lot of space so

this circuit can be performed
inside or outside.

 
The goal is to work in short,
sharp spurts. The focus is on

quickness and anaerobic
fitness.

 
 

 
 

EXERCISE 2: One-Foot Hops (Other Foot)
Over the cone. Bend your knees, eyes forward and chest high.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 3: Two-Foot Hops
Over the cone. Keep feet together, bend your knees, eyes forward and
chest high.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 4: Sideways Figure 8
Move your feet in and out of the two cones with short, quick steps. Bend
your knees, pump your arms, eyes forward and chest high.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 5: Two Feet Out/Two Feet In
Move feet from outside of the cones to the inside and back to outside on
the opposite side.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 6: Two-Foot Hop Across Cones
Keep feet together, bend your knees, eyes forward and chest high.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 7: Forward Figure 8 Shuffle
Shuffle your feet in and out of two cones with short, quick steps. Bend your
knees, pump your arms, eyes forward and chest high. Look like a defender
or jockeying an opponent.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 8: Foundations
Introduce a ball. Touch inside to inside and side to side.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 9: Side to Side Roll Overs
Roll the ball in front of your body quickly with the sole of the foot. Stop the
ball and roll with the opposite foot.

Video
 
 
 

EXERCISE 10: Sole Outside/Inside Sequence
Start to one side of the cone. Roll the ball back, touch with the outside of
the foot, then the inside and repeat on the opposite side of the cone.

Video
 
 

 
Do each exercise for

30 seconds.
 

Rest for 15 seconds.
 

Repeat the 10-Stop
Circuit 3 times total.

 

https://youtu.be/j6YcUoNLP5U
https://youtu.be/P_fZQPT7_2U
https://youtu.be/hZD8oQadgsI
https://youtu.be/-Gfkuh38_94
https://youtu.be/apYIl7Znus4
https://youtu.be/wZ8IUyd-86c
https://youtu.be/09ody2rTRHU
https://youtu.be/0TY6lGJCINE
https://youtu.be/VbjNhqqFXLE
https://youtu.be/ZkHjr2BndeA

